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The Meaning of Existence of T. Hasegawa
With the company motto being “a company founded on technology,” we contribute to 
the creation of an enriched society through flavors and fragrances.

The Path to Growth
Committed to flavors and fragrances for more than 100 years since our foundation, we 
have grown by responding with attention to detail to our customersʼ needs of the time.

Our Current State
Total manufacturer of flavors and fragrances supplying about 12,000 items 
annually

The Source of Value Creation
“Aroma Creativity” due to “Proposal Ability,” “Speedy Development Capability” and 
“Ability to Produce Multiple Varieties” gives birth to optimum “aromas” that our 
customers seek.

The Value Creation Process
We will lead our customers to success through the cycle of “Creation” of the one and 
only flavor and fragrance in the world and the “Production” of high quality and safe 
products.

The Value Creation Process / Coexistence With the 
Environment and Society
While realizing an enriched and healthy life through flavors and fragrances, we 
contribute to establishing a sustainable society through solving social issues.

Towards Sustainable Growth
The vision that we aim for is to be achieved by expanding our business opportunities 
through innovation whereby all the encountered risks are to be reduced while giving 
consideration to the environment and society.

▲Distillation column
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The Meaning of Existence of T. Hasegawa

With the company motto being “a company
founded on technology,” we contribute to the
creation of an enriched society through flavors
and fragrances.
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Consumers

Company Motto

Company Founded on Technology

Management Policy

(i) With the aim of improving corporate value 
and increasing shareholder profit, achieve 
stable and appropriate profit return

(ii) Realize corporate social responsibility by being 
thoroughly compliant to laws and regulations. 

(iii)Provide easy-to-work environment for the 
employees

Vision to Aim for

Contribute to the creation of an enriched society 
through flavors and fragrances

Concept of T. Hasegawa Stakeholders of T. Hasegawa

CustomersSuppliers

Employees

Local Society

Joint Research 
Partners

Universities, Research 
institutions

Government
NGO

Natural 
Environment

Shareholders
Investors

T. Hasegawa

T.Hasegawa is working to provide our customers with products that the customers feel safe
to use by remaining committed to flavors and fragrances based on the corporate motto of “a
company founded on technology.” Every department constantly works in conjunction with
each other, improves itself through competition, but at the same time, continues to
collaborate or engage in joint research with outside sources, or as a partner of creating goods,
paves the way to “customer success” by providing proposals that meet the needs of the
consumers or even surpass the potential customer needs. Also as a member of the society,
we strive to build up trust and enhance the relationship with the stakeholders, solving
problems faced by the society through the use of flavor and fragrance technology and
thereby contributing to the creation of an enriched society.
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The Path to Growth

Committed to flavors and fragrances for more
than 100 years since our foundation, we have
grown by responding with attention to detail to
our customersʼ needs of the time.
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Founding―1950s 1960s 1970s 1980s 1990s 2000s 2010s

• Sales of many types of carbonated 
beverages and instant noodles 
begin

• Canned coffee introduced
• Anti-perspirants introduced

• Cup noodles introduced
• Yogurt market expands
• Vegetable juices introduced

• Sports beverages introduced
• Functional beverages becoming a 

hit

• Legalization of food for specified 
health use 

• Jelly beverages introduced

• Tea beverage market becoming 
active

• Softener market  becoming 
activate

• Clear beverage boom
• Energy drink consumption 

expands
• Shampoo market becoming active

What we have changed (transformation)

ʼ03 T.Hasegawa Store founded
ʼ23 Begin producing essences
ʼ47 Begin producing aroma 

chemicals
ʼ48 T.Hasegawa Store LLC 

established 
Kawasaki Factory 
completed
Begin selling food flavors

ʼ61 T.HASEGAWA CO., LTD. 
established

ʼ64 Fukaya Facility completed
＊Transferred flavor production 
to Fukaya Factory

ʼ69 Kawasaki Research Center 
completed

ʼ93 Changed name to Technical 
Institute)
＊Transferred aroma chemical 
production to Fukaya Facility

ʼ77 Integrated all production 
divisions to Fukaya Facility
＊Transferred fragrance 
production to Fukaya 
Facility

ʼ84 Itakura Facility completed
ATH Co., Ltd established

ʼ94 Published “HASEGAWA LETTER”
ʼ95 T.HASEGAWA CO., LTD. shares 

registered on the over-the-
counter market

ʼ99 T.HASEGAWA FINE FOODS CO., 
LTD. established (ʼ08 Absorbed
and consolidated)
＊Begin production of fruit 
preserves

ʼ00 Listed on the 2nd Section of TSE
ʼ01 Listed on the 1st Section of TSE
ʼ03 100th Anniversary

Hasegawa International 
Scholarship Foundation 
established

ʼ07 Core computer system upgraded
ʼ09 Begin construction of R & D 

Center

ʼ11 Hasegawa Business Service 
CO., LTD. established

ʼ13 Published “The Science of 
Flavors and Fragrances”

ʼ78 T.HASEGAWA U.S.A., INC. 
established

ʼ91 Hong Kong Office opened
ʼ00 T.HASEGAWA FLAVOURS AND 

FRAGRANCES (SHANGHAI) CO., 
LTD. established (China) (ʼ01 
Full scale operations begin)

ʼ03 T.HASEGAWA （SOUTHEAST 
ASIA） CO., LTD. established 
(Thailand)

ʼ06 T.HASEGAWA FLAVOURS 
(SUZHOU) CO., LTD. Established 
(China) (ʻ09 Full scale operations 
begin)

ʼ14 PT. HASEGAWA FLAVOURS AND 
FRAGRANCES INDONESIA 
established(Indonesia)
Acquired Peresscol Sdn. Bhd. (Current T 
HASEGAWA FLAVOURS (KUALA 
LUMPUR) SDN. BHD. (Malaysia)

ʼ17 Acquired  FLAVOR INGREDIENT 
HOLDINGS, LLC (USA)
Established local subsidiary in Taiwan

Our practices handed down unchanged (our inheritance) - Our treasured “methodology” tried and true since our foundation (our DNA)

Rise in Heath-consciousnessWesternization of FoodsSeeking Convenience

Enhanced Research and Production Capabilities - Creation of High Value Added ProductsBuilding the foundation as a Total Manufacturer of Flavors and FragrancesDomestic

Expanded to Southeast Asia→Overseas Business ExpansionExpanded to ChinaExpanded to North AmericaOverseas

Solution Sales
Proposal Based Sales

Conventional Sales Methodology

A company founded on technology／Committed to flavors and fragrances／Customers come first／High Quality・Safety

Changing
Times

State of 
Research and 

Production 

State of 
Marketing and 

Sales

Concept of 
Values

As customersʼ new product development speed accelerates, new product ideas are sought, 
making it mandatory even for the sales force to have marketing knowledge and be literate in IT.

Founder Shozo Hasegawa

1903
Founded during 

the initial stage of 
the flavors and 

fragrances 
industry

1961
T. HASEGAWA 

CO., LTD. 
established

2001
Listed on the 

1st Section 
of Tokyo

Stock Exchange 
(TSE)

2003
100th anniversary

since
foundation

Head Office (1962) R & D Center Current Head Office Building

Since its foundation in 1903, T.Hasegawa has been providing high value added products by
committing itself to flavors and fragrances, accumulating research work to respond with
attention to detail to our customersʼ needs of the time. Also, as our customersʼ speed to
develop new products accelerates, the sales methodology has transformed from the
conventional type of responding to just the needs of customers to the type where solutions
are provided to the customers to solve their challenges.
As such T. Hasegawa continues its growth by responding to the needs of the changing times
with flexibility.
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350
（20.5％）

Personnel Involved With R & D 
(Percentage Against Entire Employee)

Our Current State

Total manufacturer of flavors and fragrances supplying about 12,000 items annually
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Expansion of Overseas Business
In addition to the strong domestic revenue base, overseas business is being 
expanded mainly to North America and Asia
While making efforts to expand the domestic market share which is our revenue base, we are expanding our 
overseas business centered around North America, China and Southeast Asia in order to achieve sustainable 
and stable growth. For the overseas market, we utilize our “Aroma Creativity” cultivated through our 
domestic business to provide stable supply of high quality flavors and fragrances matching the preferences of 
each countries we have expanded into. Also for our overseas expansion, we acquired flavor companies in the 
USA and Malaysia, taking advantage of M & A to achieve growth, not just by relying on internal organic 
growth.

Company Founded on Technology
Putting emphasis on R & D, we create products that surpass customer 
expectations
At T.Hasegawa whose corporate motto is “a company founded on technology,” many types of research and
development are being conducted from creating new aromas (aroma creation) all the way to preparing samples
of finished products (application). R & D expenses remain at a high level of about 9% of the consolidated sales.
The proportion of the number of personnel involved with R & D is also large, at about 20.5%.

Position
In terms of sales share, the Company is ranked 10th in the world, and 2nd in Japan.

Company Country 2019 Sales
(Annual) Share

1 Givaudan Switzerland 6,156 24.1%
2 IFF USA 5,140 20.1%
3 Firmenich Switzerland 3,872 15.1%
4 Symrise Germany 3,054 11.9%

5 ADM/Wild Flavors Germany 2,745 10.7%
6 Mane SA France 1,553 6.1%
7 Takasago Japan 1,393 5.4%
8 Sensient Flavors USA 700 2.7%
9 Robertet SA France 524 2.1%

10 T.Hasegawa Japan 467 1.8%

Total 25,604 100.0%

*Estimated by the Company by reference to disclosed materials of each
company

Sales Share of the Worldʼs Top 10 Flavors and Fragrances Companies

9％
Maintaining 9% level

Percentage of R & D Expenses 
Against Consolidated SalesNumber of Patents 

322

As a total manufacturer of flavors and fragrances, T.Hasegawa is engaged in R & D, production and sales of
compound flavors and fragrances, emulsions, powders, natural extractions (extracts, etc.), fruit preserves,
natural colors, etc. For flavors, we have wide ranging business with food and beverage manufacturers such as
beverages, dairy, confectionery, instant noodles, etc. For fragrances, we sell our products to a wide range of
customers for use in cosmetics, toiletries and household items.

Business Areas
As a total manufacturer of flavors and fragrances, we have wide ranging 
business with manufacturers of food, beverage and daily use goods.

Flavors

Fragrances

Sales Composition

Beverages

Dairy

Confectionery

Instant 
noodles

Seasonings

Others
Flavor Sales Composition by Industry

Overseas

Japan

Overseas Sales Percentage

35.4％

Overseas
Locations

9 Cities

10th in the world

Sales Share 

2nd in Japan

($1 Million)

(As of September 30, 2020)
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Variety of professional human resources in 
flavors and fragrances, inheriting

T.Hasegawaʼs DNA

l Group of aroma creators

l Employee teamwork:
Sharing of information and collaboration with related departments

Integrated system from R & D to production

l Safety control
• Develop aromas with excellent safety and stability
• Promote activities of the Safety Evaluation Committee

l Environmental consideration
• Production system with consideration for reduction of

environmental footprint

l Compliance with laws and regulations
• Provide products that are in compliance with the laws

and regulations of each country

Local
Society

Government
NGO

Human 
Resources

Productive 
Capital

Accumulation of knowledge and utilization of 
intellectual properties based on many years 

of continuing business 

l Product variation capable of meeting every need of 
our customers as a total manufacturer of flavors 
and fragrances

l System of sharing information and cooperation 
between research departments

l Strength of technology
1. Aroma Creativity
2. Synthesis: Development of specialty chemicals
3. Aroma analysis: Library of ingredients data accumulated over 

many years
Speedy response to requests from customers related to analysis

4. Visualization of aromas and sensory evaluation

Intellectual 
Capital

Procurement of raw materials and packaging  
materials through a sustainable 

supply chain

l Establish supplier selection policy and make 
it well known both inside and outside of the
Company.

l For natural raw materials:
• Mitigate risks of weather and conflicts by dispersing 

production areas.
• Support producers in developing countries by consistent raw 

material purchases
• Confirm traceability and provide technical support 
• Cooperate in conservation and protection against effects of 

deforestation of old-growth forests and effects on wildlife (palm oil)

Natural Capital

Establish strong trustful relationship 
with customers 

Collaborate with universities and 
research institutes

l Customer base:
Establish firm trustful relationship with manufacturers 
of food, beverages and daily use items

l Joint research partners: 
Absorb the state-of-the-art research activities and 
enhance technology through joint work with 
universities and others

l Flavor and fragrance industry:
For the development of the flavor and fragrance 
industry, we participate in the activities of IOFI, IFRA, 
JFFMA and enhance the initiatives to secure safety of 
flavors and fragrances as a whole industry.

Social Capital

Engineers

Chemists & Food Technologists

Perfumers & Flavorists

Marketers

Production Personnel

Salespersons

The Source of Value Creation

“Aroma Creativity ” due to “Proposal Ability,”
“Speedy Development Capability” and “Ability
to Produce Multiple Varieties” gives birth to
optimum “aromas” that our customers seek.

By combining technology and sensibility, we are exploring infinite
possibilities that flavors and fragrances offer. Aiming to make products
that our customers will feel safe to use, we create the one and only
“flavor and fragrance” in the world that fits the times.
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The Strength of T. Hasegawa

Ability for Proposals
Utilizing our database of “aromas,” 
propose new “aromas” that satisfy 
the needs and potential requirements 

of our customers

Capability for Speedy 
Development

Make into shape the needs and 
potential requirements of our 

customers

Ability to Produce
Multiple Varieties

Produce approximately 12,000 items a 
year efficiently and precisely

Give birth to the optimum “aromas” 
the customers require through tailor-made 
creation of flavors and fragrances

EmployeesNatural
Environment Supplier Customers

Joint Research 
Partners

Universities, 
research

institutions

Aroma 
Creativity 

Production Facilities Energy Savings 
(CO2 reduction)

Reduction and effective use of 
waste products

Review of Business 
Process
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The Value Creation Process

We will lead our customers to success through
the cycle of “Creation” of the one and only
flavor and fragrance in the world and the
“Production” of high quality and safe products.

The value creation at T.Hasegawa:
(i) Begins by the sales and marketing divisions analyzing the needs of the consumers to understand the 

requirements and the potential needs of our customers;
(ii) The R & D division promptly creates samples of flavors and fragrances reflecting the customer 

requirements and the potential needs in actual visible state;
(iii) The procurement division develops a sustainable supply chain in raw materials procurement.
(iv) The production division uses optimum production equipment to produce approximately 12,000 

different “flavors and fragrances” a year efficiently and accurately.
Under a complete quality control system, we provide our customers with safe and secure products on a 
timely basis.
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The Value Creation of T.Hasegawa

Raw 
materials

“Production” of high quality and safe products 

“Creation” of the one and only flavor and fragrance in the world

Suppliers Customers Consumers

Customer
requirements

and 
potential 

needs

Provide 
products that 
the customers 

feel safe 
to use 

Customer 
Success

Products

(iii) Procurement
Procurement of raw 
materials and packaging  
materials through 
a sustainable 
supply chain

(iv) Production
Create approximately 
12,000 items of flavors 
and fragrances a year

efficiently and accurately,
and offer them in a

timely manner

(i) Sales and Marketing
Promptly understand
the requirements and 
potential needs of the
Customers

(ii) R & D
Promptly materialize the 
requirements and 
potential needs of the 
customers

Aroma 
Creativity
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Local
Society ConsumersNatural

Environment

n Realize enriched and healthy life through aromas
n Contribute to establishing a sustainable society

The Value Creation Process / Coexistence 
With the Environment and Society

While realizing an enriched and healthy life
through flavors and fragrances, we contribute
to establishing a sustainable society through
solving social issues.

By our value creation process which consists of “Creation” of the one and
only flavor and fragrance in the world and “Production” of high quality and
safe products, we will contribute to the creation of an enriched and healthy
life through provision of high value added products. We will also contribute
to establishing a sustainable society by solving social challenges through
the use of aroma technology.
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T.Hasegawaʻs Value Creation Process / Coexistence With the Environment and Society

Solid
Financial Base

Equity ratio

Stable Revenue 
Structure

Operating Profit
Margin

Continuous R & D
Investment

R & D Expense 

Ratio

Responding to health conscious
trends

Contributing to food technology

Providing enrichment and
sufficiency to life

Responding to reduce malodors
from everyday life

Environment
Social

"Production” of high quality 
and safe products

“Creation” of the one and 
only flavor and fragrance 

in the world
Governance

Increase in corporate value
Sustainable growth

Provide Safe, Secure and Stable Quality
Solve Social Challenges by Innovation

• With thorough basic research, concentrate on creating aromas with excellent 
safety and stability

• Develop flavors that impart deliciousness to food and fragrances that add nice 
touches to various aspects of life

Input
(Non-financial capital)

Business Model
(Value creation)

Output
(Economic value / Environmental value / Social 

value)

Outcome
(Impact on environment

and society)

Environment

Product designing with 
consideration to 

reduction of 
environmental footprint
Promotion of recycling

Energy savings (CO2
reduction) and promotion 
of efficient use of waste 

products 

Natural
Environment

Governance

Management 
system with high 

credibility and 
transparency

Board of Directors
Effectiveness evaluation

Shareholders
Investors

Social

Customer success

Thick customer base
Customer satisfaction

Human resource 
cultivation / Diversity
rewarding workplace /

Stable employment

Low personnel turnover 
rate

EmployeesCustomers

Productive Capital
Integrated system from 
R & D to production

Intellectual Capital
Accumulation of knowledge 
and utilization of intellectual 
properties based on many 
years of continuing business

Natural Capital
Procurement of raw materials 
and packaging materials 
through a sustainable 
supply chain

Human Resources
Variety of professional human 
resources in flavors and 
fragrances, inheriting 
T.Hasegawaʼs DNA

Social Capital
Establish strong trustful 
relationship with customers
Cooperate with universities  
and research institutes

Procurement Production

Sales and 
MarketingR & D

Aroma 
Creativity
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Story of T.
HasegawaThe vision that we aim for is to be achieved by

expanding our business opportunities through
innovation whereby all the encountered risks
are to be reduced while giving consideration to
the environment and society.

Procurement Production

Sales and 
MarketingR & D

Aroma 
Creativity

Business Opportunities

n Excavation of new domestic 
business opportunities

n Increase in demand for flavors and 
fragrances in emerging countries

n Responding to diversified customer 
needs

n Increase in demand for substitutes of 
food ingredients and natural raw 
materials

n Increase in demand for beverages, 
chilled desserts, etc. due to the rise 
in the average temperature

n Increase in value of the database of 
“aromas”

Increase in Business Opportunities

n Establish framework to provide various flavors, 
fragrances, etc. that are safe, secure and highly 
palatable

n Overseas local procurement and local production

n Continue R & D investments

n Enhance technical and innovative abilities to keep up 
with the latest trends: obtain and cultivate  human 
resources, and utilize data base and artificial 
intelligence
⇒Establish new business models

n Engage in speedy development: promptly respond by 
accurately perceiving customer requirements and 
potential needs

n Offer attentive and fine-tuned responses to customers

Risks / Challenges

n Domestic market maturity

n Effects of foreign exchange 
fluctuations on revenue

n Widening gap with global companies

n Price increases and procurement 
difficulties of natural raw materials 
due to conflicts and climate changes 

n Raw material price increases due to 
increase in demand

Risk Reduction
n Conduct thorough control of raw material stock and diversify 

supply route

n Maintain effective production system and stable supply of 
products

n Reduce excess inventory

n Disperse risk of concentration of domestic procurement and 
production through local production at our overseas entities

n Establish highly reliable quality assurance system and 
production procedure control based on adequate inspection 
system and strict standards

n Design and produce products, conduct environmental and 
safety audits, giving consideration to the environment

n Achieve effective utilization of waste, and setup adequate 
deodorizing system

Vision Aimed forBusiness StrategiesT.Hasegawaʻs ApproachImpact on T.Hasegawa

Towards Sustainable Growth The flavor and fragrance industry is highly impacted by such domestic factors as the low birth
rate and aging population in Japan, climatic changes, food shortages, variation in consumer
needs, etc. In order to cope with such changes in our business environment, we aim to
pursue business opportunities through innovation of “Aroma Creativity,” and at the same
time, enhance the efforts to deal with sustainability issues such as engaging in responsible
procurement, environmental footprint reduction, labor rights and quality assurance. Thorough
implementation of risk management allows us to contribute to the creation of an enriched
society through flavors and fragrances.
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Increase flavor
and fragrance
compounds

Secure domestic 
profits

Expand overseas
business

G
(Governance)

S
(Society)

E
(Environment)

“Production” of high quality and safe products 

“Creation” of the one and only flavor 
and fragrance in the world

Innovation

Mega Trend / Change in 
Business Environment

Japan:
Population decline, low birth rate and aging 
population

World:
n Disputes between nations and regions

n Improvement of  living standards in the 
emerging countries

n Foreign exchange risk
n Oligopoly in the industry

n Food shortage due to worldwide
population increase

n Climate change due to global warming 
(unstable weather, frequent disasters)

n Decline in harvest of agricultural 
products

n Consumers becoming health-conscious 
and demanding more naturally oriented 
products

n Diversification of consumer awareness, 
needs and purchasing methods

n Progression towards digitalization and 
evolution of AI

Contribute to

the creation of an 
enriched and healthy 

society through 
flavors and

fragrances

Contributing to SDGs

Labor rightsResponsible
procurement

Environmental 
footprint reduction

Management 
with transparency

Quality 
assurance


